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One of the aims of neuropsychological assessment is the
identification and classification of cognitive status. In this endeavor it
is fundamental to compare the individual test score to scores obtained
from a normative population. There is evidence that demographic
factors exert influence on performance of neuropsychological tests [13]. A variety of studies have consistently reported negative correlations
between different neuropsychological test scores and years of education,
healthy adults with more years of schooling surpass those with lower in
diverse cognitive tests [4,5]. Without appropriate knowledge about the
impact of years of schooling on neuropsychological tests, false positive
attributions may be routinely made [6]. Clinicians might overestimate
cognitive impairment in individuals with limited education, as Ponton
et al. [7] found, that non-demented individuals with less than 6 years
of schooling score less than 2 standard deviations below average when
compared with persons with 16 years of education. The aforementioned
data stresses the value of analyze neuropsychological test scores
considering education-adjusted norms.
The need for education-adjusted norms is essential when considering
that more than three quarters of the world’s population resides in
developing countries [8]. The average years of education in Europe
and Central Asia are 9.64 and as low as 7.09 in developing countries
[9]. Dick et al. [10] underline the importance of considering education
when interpreting neuropsychological scores of minority individuals in
the US, bearing in mind that by the year of 2020 a third of the aged in
United States will come from minority groups. The increasing number
of low level educated adults in developing countries as a result of global
migration (e.g. refugees, displaced workers, etc.) highlights the need of
context-sensitive assessment tools to work with diverse cultural groups
and education levels.
Despite the fact that the National Institute of Health underlined
the need for investigating the contribution of education and cultural
backgrounds in current neuropsychological instruments, relatively little
work has been directed towards understanding the effects of the years of
education achieved on neuropsychological test score. In fact, most of the
studies reporting norms of screening cognitive tools have been derived
from adult groups with 10 or more years of schooling [11]. This is
particularly relevant given the fact that low level of education is consider
a potential risk factor for cognitive decline and adults with less years of
education are more susceptible to be label as cognitive impaired [12].
In our study we analyze the influence of age and years of schooling
on a neuropsychological test (IFS - Ineco Frontal Screening) score to
derive norms for clinical purposes [13]. Clinical evaluation of executive
functions can be enhanced both in celerity and accuracy by the use if the
IFS [14,15]. Through a multiple linear regression, we measure the impact
of years of schooling in an undivided demographically composite of 161
healthy adults (wide range of years of education), modify the initial
score by adding/subtracting the impact of years of schooling and then
derive norms from the modified score.
The IFS presented a moderate and significant association with level
of education. Ceiling effects were displayed at the motor-programming
and conflicting instructions subtests; a failure on these subtests is
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uncommon in individuals who attained few years of formal instruction.
Likewise the subtest mostly affected by years of education was backward
digit span. Our data proved that correction for years of schooling is
fundamental for IFS interpretation. Thereby, an IFS score could be
wrongly interpreted as an indicator of flawed executive functions in a
low educated patient if the score is not corrected by years of schooling.
Our research study highlights the usefulness of gathering educationadjusted norms in favour of avoid misinterpretations of raw scores and
prevent false-positive or false-negative cases. Absence of normative
scores for adults with less years of formal instruction may wrongly
prompt to label them as cognitive declined. The normative data we
recently published might be useful in clinical practice for the analysis of
IFS in patients who attained low level of education.
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